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Data Storage for Social Networks: A Socially Aware Approach (SpringerBriefs in Optimization)Springer, 2012

	Evidenced by the success of Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, online social networks (OSNs) have become ubiquitous, offering novel ways for people to access information and communicate with each other. As the increasing popularity of social networking is undeniable, scalability is an important issue for any OSN that wants to serve a large...
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Type 1 Diabetes: Clinical Management of the AthleteSpringer, 2012

	There has been a recent surge of new data on the subject of exercise and sport in type I diabetes, as well as great interest from the multidisciplinary healthcare teams looking after such patients. Providing advice and support to enable athletes to manage their diabetes during and after sport is an essential part of diabetes care.

...
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Case Studies in Bayesian Statistical Modelling and AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Provides an accessible foundation to Bayesian analysis using real world models


	This book aims to present an introduction to Bayesian modelling and computation, by considering real case studies drawn from diverse fields spanning ecology, health, genetics and finance. Each chapter comprises a description of the problem, the...
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gnuplot CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	gnuplot is a free, open source plotting program that has been in wide use since 1986.

	It's used as the graphics backend by many other programs, so plenty of people use gnuplot

	without knowing it. If you've used Octave, Maxima, statist, gretl, or the Emacs graphing

	calculator, you've already used gnuplot.


...
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Managing Enterprise Content: A Unified Content Strategy (2nd Edition) (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2012


	A unified content strategy is about much more than just content. It’s about how

	you create content once and how you publish many times from that content. It’s

	about pulling together the best practices, guidelines, and content structure your

	organization needs to enable you to rapidly design, build, test, and deliver a...
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Understanding Adobe Photoshop CS6: The Essential Techniques for Imaging ProfessionalsPeachpit Press, 2012

	Photoshop is the foundation of every digital career. Many users think they know it, but in truth they have gaping holes in their training. This book covers what a professional truly needs to know about Photoshop. For students this book offers a chance to explore the program interactively. For professionals it provides a chance to add to their...
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21st Century C: C Tips from the New SchoolO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Throw out your old ideas of C, and relearn a programming language that’s substantially outgrown its origins. With 21st Century C, you’ll discover up-to-date techniques that are absent from every other C text available. C isn’t just the foundation of modern programming languages, it is a modern language, ideal...
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Beginning Windows 8Apress, 2012

	Windows 8 has been described by Microsoft as its ‘boldest’ Windows release ever. Beginning Windows 8 takes you through the new features and helps you get more out of the familiar to reveal the possibilities for this amazing new operating system.

	

	You will learn, with non-technical...
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Advanced Nutrition and Human MetabolismCengage Learning, 2012

	Current, comprehensive, and designed to maximize clarity of the concepts you need to know, longtime best seller ADVANCED NUTRITION AND HUMAN METABOLISM, SIXTH EDITION delivers its signature quality content in a student-friendly presentation. This text is accessible, with relevant examples, illustrations, applications, tables, and figures to...
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Learning ShiVa3D Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012

	Get a grip on ShiVa3D mobile game development with this step-by-step, hands-on tutorial


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step hands-on introduction, perfect for those just getting started in mobile development
	
		Use the StoneScript scripting language to handle object interactions and game events
	...
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ESD Basics: From Semiconductor Manufacturing to Product UseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Electrostatic discharge (ESD) continues to impact semiconductor manufacturing, semiconductor components and systems, as technologies scale from micro- to nano electronics. This book introduces the fundamentals of ESD, electrical overstress (EOS), electromagnetic interference (EMI), electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), and latchup, as well as...
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Das kleine Buch der Zahlen: Vom Abzählen bis zur Kryptographie (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	Seit Jahrhunderten sind Menschen fasziniert von Zahlen. Zahlen sind jedem vertraut und bilden ein wesentliches Fundament für unser Verständnis der Welt. Und doch ist uns das Zahlensystem nicht „einfach so“ gegeben, sondern es hat sich über Jahrtausende entwickelt. Trotz aller Fortschritte kann auch heute noch jedes...
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